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On the Excavated Bronze Pi 
 II
Abstract 
The bronze pi is a kind of weapon with a long handle, which is popular during 
Eastern Zhou dynasty. A complete bronze pi consists of a head that is like a sword, a 
sheath for containing the head, a handle made of wood or bamboo and dui, a metal 
cover at the end of the handle. The notes to pi in ancient literature from Han to Qing 
dynasties are quite different, so the concept of pi was not clear for a long time. 
Because the wood or bamboo handle was easy to rot, the complete bronze pi was not 
unearthed in the archaeological excavation before. And the head of pi was usually 
taken for a sword or dagger. Until complete bronze pi were discovered in 
Qingshihuang’s mausoleum, this kind of weapon began to attract attention. Thereafter, 
articles about pi are published from time to time. Monographs on ancient bronzes or 
weapons also began to introduce pi. But at present, writings which make systematic 
studies on bronze pi are still absent. Therefore, on the basis of collecting all data about 
the excavated bronze pi and referring to the results of previous researches, this paper 
carries out a systematic study into bronze pi. 
First, it introduces the excavated bronze pi and then divides them into three types. 
It also researches the ages of excavated bronze pi, dividing them into five periods, 
according to its developing rules. 
During its developing and spreading course, the bronze pi gradually gained local 
characteristics. This paper also describes the differences among the bronze pi of 
different kingdoms. 
The researches above make a foundation for the discussion on the origin, 
development as well as disappearing of bronze pi. 
At the end, this paper discusses some problems related to the bronze pi, such as 
the inscriptions, the handles and the combinations of weapons in the tombs with 
bronze pi. 
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序  言 
 1
序  言 
铜铍是东周时期流行的一种长兵，铍头似剑，后装有木柲或积竹柲。完整的
铜铍，铍头还套有鞘，柲末端有镦。 
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两面边缘均饰菱形纹。鞘口断面呈菱形。外髹黑漆。通长 170，鞘长 39，宽 3.4～
5，铍头长 40.2 厘米。（图一：3） 
































图一  铍韬及完整的铜铍 
1、秦俑坑出土的铍韬遗迹（①朱书“寺工”  ②朽木  ③麻布纹  ④皮条）  2、包山二号墓出土的完整





1、前河南博物馆于 1936 年发掘的河南辉县琉璃阁甲墓中出土铜铍 3 件（Z
甲-32：1、 Z 甲-32：2、 Z 甲-32：3）。形制相同：器身似剑，器尾似矛之骹。
锋较尖锐，脊突起，且有血槽，后部有菱形薄格，椭圆形骹。骹上有二穿。器身
近格两侧各有一斜刺。Z甲-32：1，通长 44.7 厘米、宽 6厘米；Z甲-32：2，通
长 51.2 厘米、宽 9厘米；Z甲-32：3，通长 44.1 厘米、宽 9厘米。 
2、1956 年，湖南省博物馆发掘的长沙左家塘楚墓中出土铜铍 1件，原报告
称之为铩。扁圆銎，尖锋，中部有脊，身前部两侧有刃。有“宜章”二字铭文。 
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